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How To Make Tiny Paper Mache
Dogs: With Patterns For 27 Different
Breeds

The author makes it easy for you to create a tiny paper mache dog of your own. You only need a
few basic tools and some materials that you may already have lying around the house. The only
thing you may need to purchase is a few feet of aluminum wire for the armature -- or use some wire
you alredy have on hand. First, choose a pattern from the 27 breeds included in the book. Then
build your armature by bending the wires, using the pattern for a guide. This makes sure that your
finished sculpture will have the right proportions for your breed. Add a few bits of crumpled
aluminum foil to round out the forms, with the pattern guiding you, and then twist and bend your little
dog into any position you desire. With these simple steps it's easy to create a lively original
sculpture of your own design. When your armature is finished, the author shows you how to make
the two layers of paper mache as smooth as you want it to be. You can add wrinkles, fur, happy
mouths and other details after the paper mache is dry. If you would like to paint your dog, you can
use the author's recipe for an inexpensive home-made gesso to add interesting textures. Then the
author gives you suggestions for painting your sculpture, including an easy way to paint brindled
spots, how to give an all-white dog an interesting coat, how to emphasize heavily-textured fur with
acrylic glazing liquid, and more. The author is a well-known paper mache artist who has written
several popular books on the subject. She also writes tutorials and creates videos for her blog, at
UltimatePaperMache.com.
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What a fun and delightful guide to making adorable( adogable?) paper mache figurines of canines.

:-)It is very reasonably priced and definitely worth buying!While not a ton of pages, don't let that
deter you; there is a reason this paperback doesn't need to be as big as a doorstop.Because Jonni(
Jonni Good, the author) knows how to keep things simple and streamlined when she writes her
books, it helps move things along.Her readers/students are immediately and easily immersed in
crafting from the get go- this deters frustration, which is exactly what too many explanatory pages
can cause.Written to be, *right to the the point* simplistic, it a joy of a guide book to use in making
small ( shelf/curio sized) paper mache dogs.*** For anyone wondering about bigger sized paper
mache dogs, I see no reason why you could not make the patterns larger on a copier or some other
manner- check with Jonni on her site, drop her an email or ask on her Youtube Channel about
making larger versions of the dogs in this book*****This well written/ illustrated book, with easy to
read text, clear and large illustrations and patterns, by an author whose warm, charming and
amusing personality comes through in her step by step instructions, will put any doubts you have
about being able to make one of these dogs, at ease!Hey, crafting is about fun, and our author is
definitely an upbeat,lighthearted person who clearly enjoys crafting away her hours.The vast array
of completed projects I have seen her make, show that she really loves what she does( as well as
showing a great love of all kinds of animals). I admit I kind of bought this book blind.
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